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The typology of reduplication patterns where CONTIGUITY (M&P 1995:123) is violated creates a complex pattern of attested and non-attested patterns. (1) presents examples where there is a post reduplication string that does not occur in the pre reduplication string. Violations of both I-CONTIGUITY ("No skipping", 1a-d, g, j) and O-CONTIGUITY ("No Intrusion", 1e-i) are attested.

(1) **Attested CONTIGUITY violations**

a. Tagalog  
   trabajo  
   ta-trabaho  
   partial-complex onset

b. Semai  
   kmrʔeːːc  
   kc-kmrʔeːːc  
   partial-edges?

c. Temiar (i)  
   kɔw  
   kw-kɔw  
   partial-edges

d. Tohono O'odham (i)  
   gaso  
   ga-gso  
   partial-syncope

e. Creek  
   cámp-i:  
   cam-ca-p-i:  
   partial-infixing

f. Temiar (ii)  
   sɬg  
   s-g-log  
   partial-infixing

g. Tohono O'odham (ii)  
   sikol  
   siʔi-skol  
   partial-prespecified + syncope

h. Javanese (i)  
   eliŋ  
   elaŋ-eliŋ  
   total-prespecified

i. Javanese (ii)  
   lali  
   lola-lali  
   total-prespecified

(2) presents hypothetical examples of CONTIGUITY violations that are not attested even though the constraints that could motivate these CONTIGUITY violations (e.g. NoCODA, *COMPLEX, etc.) are well-grounded in non-reduplicated contexts.

(2) **Unattested CONTIGUITY violations**

a. total-NoCODA  
   trabs.klort.smunz  
   tra.klo.smu-trabs.klort.smunz

b. total-*COMPLEX  
   trabs.klort.smunz  
   tab.kor.sun-trabs.klort.smunz

c. total-TETU  
   trabs.klort.smunz  
   trobs.klort.smanz-trabs.klort.smunz

This paper has three purposes: (i) to identify the difference between attested and non-attested CONTIGUITY violations in reduplication based on graph theory (Chartrand 1977), (ii) to argue that there is a core 'reduplication specific' aspect to these CONTIGUITY violations and (iii) to discuss the ramifications of (ii) in different models of reduplication--Parallel-OT (M&P 1995), Harmonic Serialism-OT (McCarthy, Kimper & Mullin 2010), MDT (Inkelas & Zoll 2004) and PBP (Raimy 2000, 2009).
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